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Chapter 5
Fuzzy Clustering Algorithms and Validity
Indices for Distributed Data
L. Vendramin, M.C. Naldi, and R.J.G.B. Campello
Abstract This chapter presents a unified framework to generalize a number of
fuzzy clustering algorithms to handle distributed data in an exact way, i.e., with no
approximation of results with respect to their original centralized versions. The same
framework allows the exact distribution of relative validity indices used to evaluate
the quality of fuzzy clustering solutions. Complexity analyses for each distributed
algorithm and index are reported in terms of space, time, and communication
aspects. A general procedure to estimate the number of clusters in a non-centralized
fashion using the proposed framework is also described. Such a procedure is directly
applicable not only to distributed data, but to parallel data processing scenarios as
well. Experimental results illustrate the speedup obtained when running algorithms
under the proposed framework in multiple cores of a processor, when compared to
their traditional, centralized counterparts running in a single core. Additionally, the
quality of the results and amount of data transmitted are assessed and compared
among different fuzzy clustering algorithms.
Keywords Clustering • Fuzzy partitions • Validity indices • Distributed data •
Parallel computing
5.1 Introduction
Clustering techniques can be broadly divided into three main types [1]: overlapping,
partitional, and hierarchical. The two latter are related to each other in that a
hierarchical clustering is a nested sequence of partitional clusterings, each of which
represents a hard partition of a data set X into a different number of mutually disjoint
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subsets (clusters). A hard (or crisp) partition of N objects X D f x1; : : : ; xN g into
a certain number k of non-null disjoint clusters Ci is such that C1 [ : : : [ Ck D X,
Ci ¤ ˛, Ci \Cm D ˛ 8i 6D m. It can be represented by means of a kN partition
matrix U D Œuij kN whose element uij is either 1 if the j th object belongs to the
i th cluster or 0 otherwise. Formally, the space of hard partitions is
Mh D
n
U D Œuij  2 RkN
ˇˇ
ˇ uij 2 f0; 1g 8i; j I
kX
iD1
uij D 1 8j
o
: (5.1)
Overlapping techniques search for soft or fuzzy partitions [2]. A soft partition of
a data set can be described in a way similar to (5.1). The only difference refers to the
condition of mutual disjointness, which is relaxed, i.e. the space of soft partitions of
N objects into k overlapping clusters is
Ms D
n
U D Œuij  2 RkN
ˇˇ
ˇ uij 2 f0; 1g 8i; j I
kX
iD1
uij  1 8j
o
: (5.2)
A possibilistic fuzzy partition goes even further by relaxing the constraint that
each object either belongs or does not belong to a given cluster in a binary fashion,
i.e. the elements of a possibilistic fuzzy partition matrix can take any value within
the continuous membership interval [0,1]. Formally, the space of possibilistic fuzzy
partitions is [3]:
Mf D
n
U D Œuij  2 RkN
ˇˇ
ˇ uij 2 Œ0; 1 8i; j I 8j; 9i; uij > 0
o
: (5.3)
The definition in (5.3) is partially used by probabilistic fuzzy partitions, but with
a constraint that allows the elements of the partition matrix to be interpreted as
probabilities [4, 5]:
Mfp D
n
U D Œuij  2 RkN
ˇˇ
ˇ uij 2 Œ0; 1 8i; j I
kX
iD1
uij D 1 8j
o
: (5.4)
Note that hard partitions can be seen as a special case of fuzzy partitions, in
which each object is assigned a membership value 1 to the cluster the object belongs
to and 0 to the other clusters. Once a fuzzy partition is available, it is easy to derive a
hard partition from it by changing, for each object, its maximum membership value
to 1 and the other values to 0. However, when the structure in the data contains
overlapping categories, fuzzy partitions provide more precise information.
The literature on fuzzy clustering is extensive and several studies have been
carried out with different characteristics and for different purposes during the past
years [2, 6–9]. One of the most used fuzzy clustering algorithms is the Fuzzy
c-Means (FCM) [5, 10]. FCM finds hyper-spherical clusters and partitions lying in
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Mfp as defined in (5.4). Many other fuzzy clustering algorithms have been proposed
to find clusters with different shapes and orientations, e.g., Gustafson-Kessel [11],
Gath and Geva [2, 12], Fuzzy c-Varieties [13], and Fuzzy c-Elliptotypes [2, 6, 14].
Many others have been developed to deal with partitions lying in Mf as defined
in (5.3), e.g., Possibilistic c-Means [3], Possibilistic Gustafson-Kessel [3], Fuzzy-
Possibilistic c-Means [15], and Possibilistic-Fuzzy c-Means [16]. However, these
algorithms have been originally conceived to process centralized databases, i.e., they
assume that all data objects to be clustered can be accessed in a single storage and
processing site.
Despite the large number of existing centralized algorithms, distributed environ-
ments like the internet, intranets and parallel processing systems have changed many
aspects of computing. In this context, physically distributed databases have been
increasingly used for knowledge discovery [17–20], giving rise to an area of study
called Distributed Knowledge Discovery in Databases [21–23]. There is also an
increasing tendency to distribute large databases across multiple processing units
and then use appropriate data mining techniques to process the data [24], which is
so-called Parallel and Distributed Data Mining [22, 25–29].
Although there is a conceptual overlap between the areas of Distributed and
Parallel Data Mining [30, 31], these terms are usually used to refer to algorithms
having different characteristics. “Parallel” often refers to algorithms applied to
strongly coupled systems, whereas “distributed” often refers to algorithms applied
to loosely coupled systems. In other words, parallel algorithms are often used in
multiprocessor architectures in which the data are fully available in a single shared
memory, whereas distributed algorithms usually subsume that the data set is not
available in a shared memory. Typically, parallel data mining aims to increase
the computational performance and distributed data mining is intended to solve
problems in which there is no suitable or feasible way to centralize the data set
[32]. In this chapter, we develop a framework that is applicable to both parallel and
distributed scenarios.
When there are multiple databases distributed across different sites, one might
argue that the data could be centralized before performing any computation.
However, centralizing distributed data may not be appropriate due to several reasons
[26, 29, 33, 34]. Essentially, the large amount of data may incur in high costs to
transfer and store, besides probably increasing the time of the mining process. In
some cases, data centralization is not possible due to computational limitations, such
as working memory capacity or prohibitive processing time. In other cases, there are
confidentiality and security issues.
In the realm of Distributed and Parallel Data Mining, there is an area of study
called Distributed Data Clustering [27, 29, 35], which refers to clustering methods
able to find structures in distributed databases. Many different clustering algorithms
have been proposed to find structures in parallel and distributed environments
[36–43]. Some of them were developed as a generalization of the centralized
version of a specific algorithm [36, 37, 40, 44], whereas others run a (centralized)
algorithm in each data site independently and then use some kind of ensemble to
improve the results in a specific site—using information from the others [45, 46].
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Another approach involves collaborative clustering, where the algorithm runs in
every data site and iteratively shares information across sites trying to find a
global structure [43, 47]. Despite the existence of many algorithms for parallel and
distributed data, only a few of them have been developed for fuzzy clustering as a
generalization of the original (centralized) ones, e.g., see [48–50]. In other words,
just a few fuzzy clustering algorithms have been generalized to deal with parallel
and distributed data in an exact way.
In our study, we are particularly interested in variants of centralized fuzzy
clustering algorithms conceived to handle distributed data in an exact way. Formally,
let XŒi i  D fxŒi i 1; : : : ; xŒi i Nii g be a data set stored at the i i th data site and
composed of Nii objects, xŒi i j (j D 1; : : : ; Nii ), each of which is described in
an n-dimensional attribute space. In addition, consider a scenario where there exists
a distributed collection of these data sets, XŒ1; : : : ;XŒP . The goal of a distributed
clustering algorithm, as an exact generalization of a centralized one, consists of
finding a solution that simultaneously represents an existing structure common to
all data sites. In other words, it searches for a partition matrix U with k clusters
that represents the memberships of each of the N D N1 C N2 C : : :C NP objects
to the k clusters. The final result (U) is supposed to consist exactly of the same
result that would be obtained by the original (centralized) algorithm if such an
algorithm could be run in a single data set containing all objects of all data sites
(X D XŒ1 [ XŒ2 [ : : : [ XŒP ).
Having appropriate algorithms in hand, a fundamental problem concerns the
validation of the clustering results. A common approach to quantitatively evaluate
a data partition is based on the use of relative validity indices [51–53], which make
it possible to compare different partitions in a relative manner [1]. Each candidate
partition obtained by a clustering algorithm can be quantitatively evaluated by a
relative index and compared to other partitions of the same data set [1, 52, 54],
thereby also making it possible to estimate the number of clusters from data. This
includes partitions produced by fuzzy clustering algorithms, which can be evaluated
by means of fuzzy relative validity indices [2, 54]. However, as such indices have
been originally designed to operate when the data are centralized, they cannot
be directly used to evaluate partitions obtained by a distributed data clustering
procedure. To overcome this limitation, we additionally show in this chapter that
the proposed framework for distributed computation of fuzzy clustering algorithms
can also be extended to generalize several existing validity indices so that they can
be exactly computed in distributed and paralleled scenarios.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Sections 5.2 and 5.3 review
fuzzy clustering algorithms and validity indices originally developed to handle
centralized data. In Sects 5.4 and 5.5 such algorithms and indices are generalized
by designing a unified framework to compute them in an exact way in distributed
scenarios; an original procedure to estimate the number of clusters in distributed
data, which makes use of the proposed framework, is also described in Sect. 5.5.
The theoretical contributions are compiled in Sect. 5.6, and experimental results
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are reported in Sect. 5.7. The conclusions and final remarks are given in Sect. 5.8.
A number of additional, well-established fuzzy clustering algorithms that can also
be generalized within the proposed framework are described in the Appendix.
5.2 Fuzzy Clustering Algorithms
When a partitioning-type fuzzy clustering algorithm is applied to a set of N data
objects X D fx1; : : : ; xN g, of which each is composed of n attributes (features),
xj D Œxj1; : : : ; xjnT 2 Rn, the final result is a fuzzy partition matrix of these data
into a certain number k of clusters, such that U D Œuij kN , where U is a k  N
fuzzy partition matrix whose element uij represents the membership (belongness
or pertinence) of the j th object to the i th fuzzy cluster. Most of the clustering
algorithms experimentally compared in this chapter minimize the function
J D
NX
jD1
kX
iD1
.uij /
mDij ; (5.5)
constrained with uij 2 Œ0; 1 and
kX
iD1
uij D 1; 1  j  N; (5.6)
i.e., U D Œuij  2 Mfp as defined in (5.4), where m 2 .1;1/ is the fuzzification
exponent (usually m D 2), Dij is the distance between the j th object and
the i th cluster, and J is a measure of intra-cluster dissimilarity. The differences
among the algorithms arise in the definition of Dij and the variables considered to
minimize (5.5).
The most popular method to solve (5.5) is a simple Picard iteration through the
first-order conditions for stationary points of (5.5) [6]. Thus, considering thatDij is
constant and uij are variables, a necessary condition is1:
uij D
 
kX
cD1

Dij
Dcj
1=.m1/!1
; 1  i  k; 1  j  N: (5.7)
1We do not present the mathematical techniques to find the necessary conditions throughout the
chapter. They are found by using Lagrangian multipliers and setting the gradient equal to zero. For
details see [2, 5] and references in the subsequent sections.
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Therefore, considering that uij is constant, the other necessary conditions depend on
the definition of Dij and, for this reason, they are presented in the following along
with the different algorithms associated with them.
5.2.1 FCM: Fuzzy c-Means
The widely used FCM algorithm [5,10] provides a partition matrix U D Œuij kN 2
Mfp by minimizing (5.5) with (1  i  k; 1  j  N )
Dij D jjxj  vi jj2A D .xj  vi /TA.xj  vi /; (5.8)
being any squared inner-product distance norm (e.g. squared Euclidean) between
the j th object, xj , and the i th cluster prototype, vi . The norm-inducing matrix A
(a positive-definite n  n matrix) in (5.8) defines the shape of the clusters and must
be defined a priori by the user. However, in most application scenarios, the user does
not know the shape of the clusters present in the data, therefore A is usually set as
the identity matrix Inn and Dij is defined as the squared Euclidean distance.
Holding uij constant, a necessary condition to minimize (5.5) is (1  i  k)
vi D
PN
jD1.uij /mxjPN
jD1.uij /m
: (5.9)
The complete procedure to minimize (5.5) with Dij given by (5.8) is a simple
Picard iteration through (5.7) and (5.9), as given by Algorithm 1.
Some important observations based on FCM (Algorithm 1) that also hold for
other algorithms discussed in later sections are:
Algorithm 1 FCM
Require: Data set X D fx1; : : : ; xN g, number of clusters k 2 f2; : : : ; N  1g, fuzzification
exponent m 2 .1;1/, initial (random) partition matrix U D Œuij  2 Mfp , maximum number
of iterations tmax and/or termination tolerance  > 0.
1: t D 0.
2: repeat
3: Compute the cluster prototypes by using (5.9).
4: Compute the distance between objects and cluster prototypes by using (5.8).
5: Update the partition matrix by using (5.7) (Save the previous partition matrix as OU to
analyze the convergence).
6: t D t C 1
7: until jj OU Ujj <  or t D tmax .
8: return U D Œuij kN and V D Œvi kn.
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1. The initial partition matrix (U) can be replaced by the initial cluster prototypes
(V D Œvi kn 2 Rkn). In this case, step 3 is no longer executed in the first
iteration.
2. The convergence criterion jj OU  Ujj (comparison between previous and current
partition matrix) can use any norm (e.g. max) and can be replaced by other
criteria (e.g., jj OV  Vjj—comparison between previous and current cluster
prototypes).
3. Step 5 requires that Dij > 0 for all i 2 f1; : : : ; kg and j 2 f1; : : : ; N g. For
every j , if Dij D 0 for i 2 I  f1; : : : ; kg, then define uij in such a way that: a)
uij D 0 for i … I ; and b) Pi2I uij D 1.
5.2.2 GK: Gustafson Kessel
The ordinary FCM uses the squared Euclidean distance and, therefore, induces
hyper-spherical clusters2. To identify hyper-ellipsoidal clusters with different
spreads and orientations, Gustafson and Kessel [11] generalized (5.5) and (5.8)
by using independent covariance matrices for each cluster and considering these
matrices as variables to be optimized. In this case, (5.5) is minimized (with respect
to uij , vi and Ai ) with the distances given by (1  i  k; 1  j  N )
Dij D jjxj  vi jj2Ai D .xj  vi /TAi .xj  vi /: (5.10)
Now, holding uij and Ai constant while considering vi as variables, the necessary
conditions to minimize (5.5) also lead to (5.9). Considering Ai as variables,
since (5.5) becomes linear with respect to Ai , it could be made as small as desired
by making Ai less positive definite. To avoid this behavior, Ai is constrained in
such a way that det.Ai / D i . The necessary optimality condition is then given by
(1  i  k)
Ai D .i  det.Fi //1=n.Fi /1; (5.11)
Fi D
PN
jD1.uij /m.xj  vi /.xj  vi /TPN
jD1.uij /m
: (5.12)
The procedure to minimize (5.5) with the distances defined in (5.10) is given by
Algorithm 2.
2Actually, it can be seen from (5.8) that FCM works with any inner-product distance, which must
be fixed a priori by the user.
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Algorithm 2 GK
Require: Besides all requirements of Algorithm 1, the cluster volumes, i .
1: t D 0.
2: repeat
3: Compute the cluster prototypes (means) by using (5.9).
4: Compute the covariance matrix for each cluster by using (5.12).
5: Compute the distances by using (5.10) and (5.11).
6: Update the partition matrix by using (5.7) (Save the previous partition matrix as OU to
analyze the convergence).
7: t D t C 1.
8: until jj OU Ujj <  or t D tmax .
9: return U D Œuij kN , V D Œvi kn and Fi .
Note that the cluster volumes i must be fixed a priori by the user. A common
approach consists in defining these parameters as i D 1 8i , which induces the
algorithm to find clusters with approximately the same volume.
5.2.3 Other Fuzzy Clustering Algorithms
Many other fuzzy clustering algorithms have been proposed in the literature. Like
FCM and GK, a number of these algorithms can also be generalized to deal with
distributed data by means of the unified framework proposed in this chapter, such
as: Gath and Geva (GG) [2,12], Fuzzy c-Varieties (FCV) [13], Fuzzy c-Elliptotypes
(FCE) [14], Possibilistic c-Means (PCM) [3], Possibilistic Gustafson-Kessel (PGK)
[3], Fuzzy-Possibilistic c-Means (FPCM) [15], and Possibilistic-Fuzzy c-Means
(PFCM) [16]. Their computational time and space complexities are compared in
Sect. 5.2.4. For a detailed description of these algorithms, we refer the reader to the
Appendix.
5.2.4 Complexity Analysis: Summary
The time and space complexity analyses of the studied fuzzy clustering algorithms
are summarized in Table 5.1 (see [55] for details). These analyses presume the use
of the efficient implementation of the FCM algorithm as described in [56], which
can also be extended to its variants. They also presume the use of a general norm-
inducing matrix A (rather than just the identity matrix) in FCM and related variants.
Finally, it is assumed that all data inputs and outputs are stored in main memory (no
I/O access to secondary storage devices).
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Table 5.1 Complexities for
the fuzzy clustering
algorithms: t , k, n, and N are
the numbers of iterations,
clusters, attributes, and
objects, respectively.
Algorithm Time Space
FCM O.tkNn2/ O.NnC kN C n2/
GK O.tkn3 C tkn2N / O.NnC kN C kn2/
GG O.tkn3 C tkn2N / O.NnC kN C kn2/
FCV O.tkn3 C tkn2Nr/ O.NnC kN C kn2/
FCE O.tkn3 C tkn2Nr/ O.NnC kN C kn2/
PCM O.tkNn2/ O.NnC kN C n2/
PGK O.tkn3 C tkn2N / O.NnC kN C kn2/
FPCM O.tkNn2/ O.NnC kN C n2/
PFCM O.tkNn2/ O.NnC kN C n2/
5.3 Clustering Validation
Fuzzy clustering algorithms usually require that the number of clusters, k, be
previously defined by the user [2]. This is quite restrictive in practice since k is
generally unknown, especially in real-world data involving overlapping clusters and
many attributes. A widely used approach to overcome this drawback—described in
Sect. 5.3.12—consists in obtaining a set of data partitions with different k and then
selecting that particular partition that provides the best result according to a specific
quality criterion [2,6]. This section reviews several fuzzy clustering validity indices
that can be used for this task. These indices can also be used to compare partitions
with the same k, which is also of interest especially because most fuzzy clustering
algorithms (including those reviewed in Sect. 5.2 and in the Appendix) may produce
different solutions with the same k, depending on their initializations [57, 58].
5.3.1 XB: Xie-Beni
The XB index is defined as [59, 60]:
VXB D
Pk
iD1
PN
jD1.uij /mjjxj  vi jj2
N minl 6Ds jjvl  vsjj2 : (5.13)
The numerator of (5.13) is the total within-cluster distance, which is equivalent to
the objective function J in (5.5) with Dij being the squared Euclidean distance.
The ratio J=N is the normalized compactness of the fuzzy partition. The minimum
squared distance between prototypes in the denominator of (5.13) is a cluster
separability measure. Therefore, good partitions are distinguished by low values
of VXB , i.e., XB is a minimization index.
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5.3.2 FSS: Fuzzy Simplified Silhouette
The FSS index [61] is a fuzzy version of the Simplified Silhouette (for hard
partitions) [62] defined as
VFSS D
PN
jD1.upj  uqj /˛sjPN
jD1.upj  uqj /˛
; (5.14)
where upj and uqj are the first and second largest elements of the j th column of the
fuzzy partition matrix, respectively, ˛  0 is a user-defined weighting coefficient,
and sj is the hard silhouette for object xj , defined as
sj D bpj  apj
maxfapj ; bpj g ; (5.15)
where apj is the distance between object xj and the nearest prototype vp (corre-
sponding to the cluster to which xj has the largest membership value) and bpj is the
distance between object xj and the second nearest cluster prototype. Good partitions
are expected to yield larger values of sj (larger values of bpj and smaller values of
apj ), hence a larger value of VFSS in (5.14). Thus, FSS is a maximization index.
5.3.3 K: Kwon
The Kwon (K) index [63] is a modification of XB designed to eliminate its tendency
to monotonically decrease when k approaches N and is given by
VK D
Pk
iD1
PN
jD1.uij /2jjxj  vi jj2 C 1k
Pk
iD1 jjvi  xjj2
minl 6Ds jjvl  vsjj2 : (5.16)
where
x D 1
N
NX
jD1
xj (5.17)
is the grand mean of the data set. The first term of the numerator in (5.16)
measures the intra-cluster similarity. The second term of the numerator in (5.16)
is a penalty factor intended to counterbalance the decreasing tendency when k
approachesN . The denominator in (5.16) measures the inter-cluster distances. Thus,
K is a minimization index.
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5.3.4 TSS: Tang-Sun-Sun
Similarly to the Kwon index, the TSS minimization index [64] modifies the XB
index to eliminate its tendency to monotonically decrease when k approaches to N
and it is given by
VTSS D
Pk
iD1
PN
jD1.uij /2jjxj  vi jj2 C 1k.k1/
Pk
iD1
Pk
lD1
l 6Di
jjvi  vl jj2
minl 6Ds jjvl  vsjj2 C 1=k :
(5.18)
Again, the first term of the numerator in (5.18) measures the intra-cluster
similarity. The second term of the numerator in (5.18) is a penalty factor intended
to counterbalance the decreasing tendency when k approaches N . The denominator
in (5.18) measures the inter-cluster distances.
5.3.5 FS: Fukuyama-Sugeno
The Fukuyama and Sugeno (FS) [60, 65] minimization index is defined as
VFS D
kX
iD1
NX
jD1
.uij /
mjjxj  vi jj2 
kX
iD1
NX
jD1
.uij /
mjjvi  xjj2; (5.19)
where x is given by (5.17). The first term in (5.19) is the intra-cluster dissimilarity.
The second term in (5.19) (
Pk
iD1
PN
jD1.uij /mjjvi  xjj2) tends to increase as k
increases. On the other hand, this second term tends to decrease as the degree of
overlap (fuzziness of U) between the clusters increases.
5.3.6 FHV: Fuzzy Hypervolume
The FHV minimization index [12] is based on the concepts of hypervolume and
density, and is defined as
VFHV D
kX
iD1
Œdet.Fi /1=2; (5.20)
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where Fi is given by (5.12)3. Since the eigenvalues of Fi are directly related to the
variances of the i th fuzzy cluster, the determinant in (5.20), given by the product of
all the eigenvalues of Fi , provides a measure of the dispersion (hypervolume) of the
cluster.
5.3.7 APD: Average Partition Density
Based on the same idea of FHV, the APD [12] maximization index is defined as
VAPD D 1
k
kX
iD1
Si
Œdet.Fi /1=2
; (5.21)
where
Si D
X
xj2Ri
uij ; (5.22)
and Ri is the set of data objects that are within a pre-specified region around the
cluster prototype vi , i.e., the objects such that .xj  vi /TF1i .xj  vi / < 1.
5.3.8 PD: Partition Density
Based on APD, the PD maximization index [12] is defined as
VPD D
Pk
iD1 Si
VFHV
; (5.23)
where Si is given by (5.22) and VFHV is given by (5.20).
5.3.9 SCG
The SCG maximization index [68] is defined as
VSCG D Sep
GComp
; (5.24)
3Some authors use Fi in (5.12) with m D 1 [61, 66] while others use it with a different value of m
[54, 67].
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where GComp is the global compactness of the partition defined as
GComp D
kX
iD1
trace.Fi /; (5.25)
with Fi given by (5.12), and Sep is the separation of fuzzy clusters, defined as
Sep D trace.SB/: (5.26)
SB is the between-cluster fuzzy scatter matrix given by
SB D
kX
iD1
NX
jD1
.uij /
m.vi  x/.vi  x/T ; (5.27)
where x is given by (5.17).
5.3.10 PBMF
The PBMF maximization index [69] is given by
VPBMF D

1
k
 E1
Jm
Dc
2
; (5.28)
where E1 D PNjD1 jjxj  xjj is a constant that depends only on the database and is
used to avoid small values of VPBMF , Dc D maxki;jD1jjvi  vj jj measures the max-
imum distance between two cluster prototypes, and Jm D PkiD1
PN
jD1.uij /mjjxj 
vi jj measures the intra-cluster similarity.
5.3.11 Complexity Analysis: Summary
The time and space complexity analyses of the studied fuzzy clustering validity
indices are summarized in Table 5.2 (see [55] for details).
5.3.12 OMR: Ordered Multiple Runs
In practice, different approaches for determining the most appropriate k can be used
[2, 6]. A common approach is based on a general procedure in which the data are
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Table 5.2 Time and space complexity for the fuzzy clustering validity indices: k, n, and
N are the numbers of clusters, attributes, and objects, respectively
Time Space Time Space
XB O.kNn/ O.NnC kN/ FHV O.kn3 C kNn2/ O.kn2/
FSS O.kNn/ O.NnC kn/ APD O.kNn3/ O.kn2/
K O.kNn/ O.NnC kN/ PD O.kNn3/ O.kn2/
TSS O.kNn/ O.NnC kN/ SCG O.kn3 C kNn2/ O.NnC kN C n2/
FS O.kNn/ O.NnC kN/ PBMF O.kNn/ O.NnC kN/
Algorithm 3 OMR
Require: The clustering algorithm to be used, A (and all parameters of such algorithm), the
validity index to be used, I , the minimum number of clusters, kmin (usually kmin D 2), the
maximum number of clusters, kmax , and the number of runs of A from random initializations
of partition matrices for each k, M .
1: Initialize the best validity value: Vbest D Inf for maximization indices or Vbest D CInf
for minimization ones.
2: for k D kmin to kmax do
3: for i=1 to M do
4: Execute the clustering algorithm A with k clusters and obtain the clustering result R.
5: Evaluate the solution obtained in Step 4 using the validity index I and obtain the validity
value V .
6: if V is better than Vbest (“greater” for maximization indices or “lower” for minimization
ones) then
7: Update the best value: Vbest  V .
8: Save the current solution as the best one: Rbest  R.
9: Save the current number of clusters: kbest  k.
10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: return Vbest , Rbest , and kbest .
first partitioned into different values of k and, then, a clustering validity index is
used to assess the quality of the obtained partitions. In its simplest form, named
here Ordered Multiple Runs (OMR), the clustering algorithm is run repeatedly for
an increasing k [2, 6]. For each value of k, a number of partitions achieved by the
clustering algorithm is assessed by means of some validity index (Sect. 5.3), for
which the best value is kept for further reference. After doing this for each value of
k in a given range, the best obtained partition (according to the validity index) is
chosen. This procedure is detailed in Algorithm 3.
It is important to note that the validity index (I ) in the OMR procedure must
be compatible with the clustering algorithm (A ). For example, the (dis)similarity
measure used by an index may eventually need to be changed in order to work with
different algorithms [61]. Another alternative is simply the use of the own objective
function J of the algorithm (with its respective metric) as a validity index to find
the best solution [70, 71], e.g., by plotting a curve of such objective function values
against the number of clusters and then looking for a knee in the chart [52].
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5.4 Distributed Fuzzy Clustering Algorithms
Let XŒi i  D fxŒi i 1; : : : ; xŒi i Nii g be a data set at the i i th data site, composed of
Nii objects (xŒi i j , j D 1; : : : ; Nii ), each of which is described in an n-dimensional
attribute space. In addition, consider that there exists a distributed collection of these
data sets, XŒ1; : : : ;XŒP . In the present context, the goal of a distributed fuzzy
clustering algorithm consists in finding a fuzzy partition matrix U with k clusters
that represents the memberships of each of theN D N1CN2C : : :CNP objects to
the k clusters. The final result (U) is supposed to consist exactly of the same result
that would be obtained by the original (centralized) algorithm if such an algorithm
could be run in a single data set containing all objects of all data sites (X D XŒ1 [
XŒ2 [ : : : [ XŒP ).
To circumvent the drawbacks imposed by the distributed scenarios, the data sites
should be handled separately. Take, for instance, Fig. 5.1, in which the data are
distributed across two data sites (DS1 and DS2). In Fig. 5.1a, the data are centralized
and the clustering procedure is performed at a central node (computer). In Fig. 5.1b,
the (distributed) clustering procedure is performed over the data distributed across
DS1 and DS2, and the same structure found in Fig. 5.1a is found once again without
the need of data centralization4.
The next section presents the distributed/parallel versions of clustering algo-
rithms and validity indices to work with distributed/parallel scenarios.
5.4.1 DFCM: Distributed Fuzzy c-Means
The algorithm called here Distributed Fuzzy c-Means (DFCM) is based on the
ideas on the parallelization of computations in the FCM algorithm [48–50] and is
a formal generalization of FCM to handle distributed data. Note that Algorithm 1
(FCM in Sect. 5.2.1) basically consists of three steps: (1) computation of the
prototypes, (2) computation of the distances, and (3) computation of the partition
matrix. The prototypes are computed according to (5.9), which needs all data
objects. Rewriting (5.9) to handle objects distributed across P data sites we obtain
(1  i  k)
vi D
PP
i iD1
PNii
jD1.uŒi i ij /mxŒi i jPP
i iD1
PNii
jD1.uŒi i ij /m
; (5.29)
whereNii is the number of objects in the i i th data site, xŒi i j is the j th object of the
i i th data site, and uŒi i ij is the membership of the j th object of the i i th data site to
4The distributed scenario illustrated in Fig. 5.1b can be intentionally implemented (e.g. in many
processors) in order to obtain a better performance, e.g., in a parallel context.
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Fig. 5.1 Data clustering (a) with and (b) without data centralization. (a) Solution obtained with
data centralization. (b) Same solution as in (a), but obtained without the need for data centralization
the i th fuzzy cluster. vi is the i th fuzzy cluster prototype, referred to here as global
prototype because it is obtained from all objects of all data sites and it is exactly the
same prototype that would be obtained by (5.9) if the objects were centralized.
The computation of the global prototypes in (5.29) requires all objects of all data
sites. Notice, however, that each data site can compute partial (local) prototypes
considering only its objects, as follows (1  i i  P; 1  i  k)
vŒi i i D
PNii
jD1.uŒi i ij /mxŒi i jPNii
jD1.uŒi i ij /m
: (5.30)
Here, vŒi i i is called the i th local prototype of the i i th data site because it is
obtained strictly from the objects of the i i th data site. We call the denominator
of (5.30) the “sum of memberships” and denote it as (1  i  k)
Œi i i D
NiiX
jD1
.uŒi i ij /
m: (5.31)
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Now, if all sites send their local prototypes and sums of memberships to a central
data site5, it is possible to compute the global prototypes as
vi D
PP
i iD1 vŒi i i  Œi i iPP
i iD1 Œi i i
: (5.32)
Once this computation has been performed, the result (vi , i D 1;    ; k) is
communicated from the central data site to all other sites so that every data site
has access to the same global prototypes.
The next step of FCM consists in computing the distances between objects and
prototypes. Note that, having access to the global prototypes, every data site can
compute the distances between its objects and each cluster prototype as (1  i i 
P; 1  i  k; 1  j  N:)
DŒi i ij D jjxŒi i j  vi jj2A D .xŒi i j  vi /TA.xŒi i j  vi /: (5.33)
This computation does not require any extra communication among the data sites.
Once it has been performed, every data site has the distances between the global
prototypes and its objects.
The final step of FCM consists in updating the partition matrix. Note that the
computation of the memberships of a given object xj in (5.7) depends solely on
the distances from this object to the cluster prototypes. In other words, the distances
between the prototypes and other objects (even in the same data site) are not required
to compute the membership values of a particular object xŒi i j . Thus, the partition
matrix can be updated as
uŒi i ij D
 
kX
cD1

DŒi i ij
DŒi i cj
1=.m1/!1
; (5.34)
without the need of any extra communications among the data sites.
In summary, only the computation of prototypes requires communications among
the data sites. The computation of the distances and the update of the partition matrix
do not require any communication at all. The distributed/parallel version of FCM is
presented in Algorithm 4 (every data site, including the central one, must execute
the same procedure).
5A central data site is considered here to be one of the data sites, which is chosen to be also
responsible for additional processing and redistribution of global information.
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Algorithm 4 DFCM—Execution at the i i th data site
Require: Local data set XŒi i  D fxŒi i 1; : : : ; xŒi i Nii g, number of clusters k 2 f2; : : : ; N  1g,
fuzzification exponent m 2 .1;1/, initial (random) local partition matrix UŒi i  D ŒuŒi i ij  2
Mfp , number of iterations tmax and/or termination tolerance  > 0.
1: t D 0.
2: repeat
3: Compute the local cluster prototypes (means) and sums of memberships using (5.30)
and (5.31) (Save the previous prototypes as OV to analyze the convergence).
4: if this (i i ) is the central data site then
5: (Wait and) Receive the local prototypes (vŒjj i ) and sums of memberships (Œjj i ) from
the other data sites.
6: Compute the global prototypes using (5.32).
7: Send the global prototypes (vi ) to all data sites.
8: else
9: Send the local prototypes (vŒi i i ) and sums of memberships (Œi i i ) to the central data
site.
10: (Wait and) Receive the global prototypes (vi ) from the central data site.
11: end if
12: Compute the distances between objects and prototypes using (5.33).
13: Update the partition matrix using (5.34).
14: t D t C 1.
15: until jj OV Vjj <  or t D tmax .
16: return UŒi i  D ŒuŒi i ij kNii and V D Œvi kn.
Some important notes about this algorithm are:
1. DFCM communicates prototypes and the sums of memberships. No information
about the original objects is communicated among the sites.
2. When using the same initial conditions and parameters, DFCM produces the
same partition FCM would produce if all objects were centralized.
3. The convergence jj OV  Vjj <  analyzes the (global) cluster prototypes. It is
possible to check the convergence by using the partition matrix as jj OUŒi i  
UŒi i jj < . However, by doing so, an one-bit additional communication step
for each data site is required to check if jj OUŒi i   UŒi i jj <  8i i .
4. Steps 3 to 11 of Algorithm 4 are related to Step 3 of Algorithm 1, Step 12 of
Algorithm 4 is related to Step 4 of Algorithm 1, and Step 13 of Algorithm 4 is
related to Step 5 of Algorithm 1.
5.4.2 Framework for Distributed Data
All algorithms discussed in Sect. 5.2 can be generalized to deal with distributed data
in a way similar to DFCM, i.e., the steps of the original (centralized) algorithm are
executed and, when a particular step requires communications among the data sites,
the local values are computed and sent to the central data site, which computes the
global values and sends them back to all other data sites.
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We propose a unified framework that generalizes the algorithms cited in Sect. 5.2
to deal with distributed data. The framework is based on the execution of every step
of the original (centralized) algorithm and, if a communication step is required, then
it proceeds as follows:
1. Every data site computes the respective local values V Œi i .
2. Every data site sends the local values to a central data site.
3. The central data site computes the global values as
V D
hPP
i iD1 ˛Œi i   .V Œi i  /  Œi i 
i
C
PP
i iD1 ˛Œi i    Œi i 
; (5.35)
4. The central data site sends the global values back to the other sites.
Step 3 requires further clarifications. In (5.35), V is the global value to be computed
by the central data site (which is different from the prototypes V returned from the
DFCM) and sent to the other sites, P is the number of data sites, V Œi i  is the local
value computed by the i i th data site,  is a value which can be computed by the
central data site without any communication, Œi i  and  Œi i  are additional values
that must be sent by the i i th data site to the central site, and ˛Œi i  is an optional user-
defined weight that allows assigning a certain relative importance to the i i th data
site. For simplicity, in the following developments we have adopted ˛Œi i  D 1 8i i
(all sites have the same relative importance). Thus, (5.35) can be rewritten as
V D
hPP
i iD1.V Œi i  /  Œi i 
i
C
PP
i iD1  Œi i 
: (5.36)
Bearing the above considerations in mind, we can summarize the proposed
framework as follows. When a communication step is required, the respective step
of the original (centralized) algorithm must be replaced by the steps in Algorithm 5.
For example, DFCM (Sect. 5.4.1) consists of three steps. Two of them do not require
any communication, namely: the computation of the distances between objects and
prototypes and the update of the partition matrix. The computation of the prototypes
requires communications among the sites and can be performed using Algorithm 5
by setting:
• V D vi (global prototypes).
• V Œi i  D vŒi i i (local prototypes).
• Œi i  D  Œi i  D PNiijD1.uŒi i ij /m (sum of memberships).
•  D 0.
In this case, Algorithm 5 is equivalent to Steps 3–11 of Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 5 Distributed routine — Execution at the i i th data site
Require: The local values V Œi i , Œi i ,  Œi i , and .
1: if this is the central data site then
2: (Wait and) Receive the local values V Œjj , Œjj , and  Œjj  from the other data sites.
3: Compute the global values by using (5.36).
4: Send the global values V to the other data sites.
5: else
6: Send the local values V Œi i , Œi i , and  Œi i  to the central data site.
7: (Wait and) Receive the global values V from the central data site.
8: end if
9: return the global values V .
5.4.3 Other Distributed Fuzzy Clustering Algorithms
The same idea discussed above with respect to DFCM can also be applied to
other fuzzy clustering algorithms. For example, the distributed version of the GK
algorithm (Sect. 5.2.2) needs to compute both the global cluster prototypes, by
using (5.32), and the global covariance matrices in (5.12), which can be rewritten in
the distributed scenario as (1  i  k)
Fi D
PP
i iD1
PNii
jD1.uŒi i ij /m.xŒi i j  vi /.xŒi i j  vi /TPP
i iD1
PNii
jD1.uŒi i ij /m
: (5.37)
The same strategy used to compute the global prototypes can also be used to
compute the global covariance matrices in (5.37). Indeed, notice that setting V D Fi ,
V Œi i  D FŒi i , D 0, and  Œi i  D Œi i  D PNiijD1.uŒi i ij /m, the global covariance
matrices can be computed using (5.36) by rewriting them as
Fi D
PP
i iD1 FŒi i i  Œi i PP
i iD1  Œi i 
; (5.38)
where (1  i i  P; 1  i  k)
FŒi i i D
PNii
jD1.uŒi i ij /m.xŒi i j  vi /.xŒi i j  vi /TPNii
jD1.uŒi i ij /m
; (5.39)
are the local covariance matrices of the i i th data site (covariance matrices computed
with respect to the objects in the i i th data site only).
Once the global prototypes and covariance matrices have already been computed,
the computation of the distances can be rewritten for the distributed scenario as:
DŒi i ij D jjxŒi i j  vi jj2Ai D .xŒi i j  vi /TAi .xŒi i j  vi / (5.40)
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Algorithm 6 DGK — Execution at the i i th data site
Require: All requirements of Algorithm 4 and cluster volume constants i .
1: t D 0.
2: repeat
3: Compute the local cluster prototypes (vŒi i i ) by using (5.30) and sums of membershipsPNii
jD1.uŒi i ij /
m

.
4: Execute Algorithm 5 with V Œi i  D vŒi i i , Œi i  D  Œi i  D PNiijD1.uŒi i ij /m, and  D 0
to obtain the global prototypes V D vi (Save the previous prototypes as OV to analyze the
convergence.).
5: Compute the local covariance matrices by using (5.39).
6: Execute Algorithm 5 with V Œi i  D FŒi i i , Œi i i D  Œi i i DPNiijD1.uŒi i ij /m, and D 0
to obtain the global covariance matrices V D Fi .
7: Compute the norm inducing matrices (Ai ) by using (5.11).
8: Compute the distances between objects and prototypes by using (5.40).
9: Update the partition matrix by using (5.34).
10: t D t C 1.
11: until jj OV Vjj <  or t D tmax .
12: return UŒi i  D ŒuŒi i ij kNii , V D Œvi kn, and FŒi i i .
with Ai given by (5.11) and the membership degrees given by (5.34). In brief, the
distributed version of GK (DGK) can be summarized by Algorithm 6.
The other algorithms listed in Sect. 5.2.3 and described in the Appendix can also
be generalized to handle distributed data by following the same idea. Section 5.6
summarizes the configurations of the terms in Equation (5.36) for the computation
of all these algorithms.
5.4.4 Complexity Analysis: Communication
Since the time and space complexity analyses of the distributed algorithms fol-
low the complexity analyses reported in Sect. 5.2.46, here we present only the
communication complexity analysis of each algorithm. Following the distributed
procedure in (5.36), it is necessary to communicate three variables: V Œi i , Œi i , and
 Œi i . The variables Œi i  and  Œi i  are real numbers and require communication
of a single value each. Thus, the overall communication complexity depends on the
definition of V Œi i  and, accordingly, of its size, as addressed in the sequel.
To compute the global prototypes, it is necessary to communicate O.nC1C1/
values per cluster. Thus, the total communication complexity to compute the global
prototypes isO.k.nC1C1// ! O.kn/. To compute the global covariance matrices
it is necessary to communicate O.n2 C 1 C 1/ values per cluster. Thus, the total
6Note that the algorithm essentially runs in multiple data sites, each of which contains only a
fraction of the number of objects.
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Table 5.3 Communication complexities for the distributed algorithms:
P , t , k, and n are the numbers of data sites, iterations, clusters, and
attributes
Elements Complexity
DFCM vi O.P tkn/
DGK vi and Fi O.P t.knC kn2//! O.P tkn2/
DGG vi , Pi , and Fi O.P t.knC kC kn2//! O.P tkn2/
DFCV vi and Fi O.P t.knC kn2//! O.P tkn2/
DFCE vi and Fi O.P t.knC kn2//! O.P tkn2/
DPCM vi O.P tkn/
DPGK vi and Fi O.P t.knC kn2//! O.P tkn2/
DFPCM vi and Dil O.P t.knC k//! O.P tkn/
DPFCM vi O.P tkn/
communication complexity to compute the global covariance matrices is O.k.n2 C
1C 1// ! O.kn2/.
To compute typicalities in (5.67), it is necessary to communicate only O.k/
values if the typicalities are computed in the more efficient way given by (5.70).
Analogously, it can be shown that only O.k/ values need to be communicated in
order to compute all global prior probabilities in (5.59) [55].
From the complexity analyses just reported, one can obtain the communication
complexity for the distributed versions of all the fuzzy clustering algorithms
described in Sect. 5.2 and in the Appendix. These complexities are summarized
in Table 5.3, which also illustrates the elements that each algorithm requires to be
communicated7. Note that the complexities do not depend on the numbers of objects
in the data sites.
5.5 Distributed Clustering Validation
The indices addressed in Sect. 5.3 require centralized data. However, they depend
essentially on (1) the membership of the objects to the clusters, (2) the distances
between prototypes, and (3) the distances between objects and prototypes. As
discussed in Sect. 5.4, (1) and (3) can be computed locally in each data site and
then communicated to a central data site, whereas (2) can be obtained because each
data site has access to the global prototypes. Again, when necessary, (5.36) can be
used to compute the global values. Thus, the distributed version of each validity
7We do not present the Œi i  and  Œi i  values that each element in Table 5.3 requires to be
communicated because they are real numbers, which do not change the communication complexity.
For details on the computation of such values, see Sect. 5.6.
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index of Sect. 5.3 can be computed, allowing them to work with distributed data as
well.
5.5.1 DXB: Distributed Xie-Beni
The XB index in (5.13) can be rewritten as
VDXB D
PP
i iD1
Pk
iD1
PNii
jD1.uŒi i ij /mjjxŒi i j  vi jj2PP
i iD1 Niiminl 6Dsjjvl  vsjj2
: (5.41)
It can be computed for distributed data with (5.36) by setting V D VDXB ,  D 0,
Œi i  D  Œi i  D Nii , and V Œi i  D VXBŒi i , where VXBŒi i  is the index computed
locally with (5.13) for the i i th data site:
VXBŒi i  D
Pk
iD1
PNii
jD1.uŒi i ij /mjjxŒi i j  vi jj2
Niiminl 6Dsjjvl  vsjj2 :
Therefore, the distributed version of the XB index can be calculated as [72]
VDXB D
PP
i iD1 VXBŒi i  NiiPP
i iD1 Nii
: (5.42)
5.5.2 DFSS: Distributed Fuzzy Simplified Silhouette
The FSS index in (5.14) can be rewritten as
VDFSS D
PP
i iD1
PNii
jD1.uŒi i pj  uŒi i qj /˛sŒi i jPP
i iD1
PNii
jD1.uŒi i pj  uŒi i qj /˛
; (5.43)
where sŒi i j is the (prototype-based) silhouette of the j th object of the i i th data site,
which can be computed without any communication. Now, let V D VDFSS ,  D 0,
Œi i  D  Œi i  D PNiijD1.uŒi i pj  uŒi i qj /˛ , and V Œi i  D VFSS Œi i , where VFSS Œi i 
is the index computed locally with (5.14) as
VFSS Œi i  D
PNii
jD1.uŒi i pj  uŒi i qj /˛sŒi i jPNii
jD1.uŒi i pj  uŒi i qj /˛
; (5.44)
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Then, the distributed version of the FSS index can be calculated as
VDFSS D
PP
i iD1 VFSS Œi i   Œi i PP
i iD1  Œi i 
D
PP
i iD1 VFSS Œi i  
PNii
jD1.uŒi i pj  uŒi i qj /˛PP
i iD1
PNii
jD1.uŒi i pj  uŒi i qj /˛
:
(5.45)
5.5.3 DK: Distributed Kwon
The K index in (5.16) can be rewritten as
VDK D
PP
i iD1
Pk
iD1
PNii
jD1.uŒi i ij /mjjxŒi i j  vi jj2
minl 6Dsjjvl  vsjj2 C
1
k
Pk
iD1 jjvi  xjj2
minl 6Dsjjvl  vsjj2 ;
(5.46)
where x D
PP
i iD1
PNii
jD1 xŒi i jPP
i iD1 Nii
is the grand mean, which can be computed for
distributed data with (5.36) by setting V D x, V Œi i  D xŒi i  (the grand mean
computed locally only with the objects of the i i th data site), and Œi i  D  Œi i  D
Nii . Now, let V D VDK and V Œi i  D VKŒi i  being the index computed locally
with (5.16) as
VKŒi i  D
Pk
iD1
PNii
jD1.uŒi i ij /mjjxŒi i j  vi jj2
minl 6Dsjjvl  vsjj2 C
1
k
Pk
iD1 jjvi  xjj2
minl 6Dsjjvl  vsjj2 ; (5.47)
 D
1
k
Pk
iD1 jjvi  xjj2
minl 6Dsjjvl  vsjj2 ;
Œi i  D 1, and  Œi i  D 1=P . Then, the distributed version of the K index can be
computed with (5.36), because (5.46) can be rewritten as
VDK D
PX
i iD1
"
VKŒi i  
1
k
Pk
iD1 jjvi  xjj2
minl 6Dsjjvl  vsjj2
#
C
1
k
Pk
iD1 jjvi  xjj2
minl 6Dsjjvl  vsjj2 : (5.48)
5.5.4 DTSS: Distributed Tang-Sun-Sun
The TSS index in (5.18) can be rewritten as
VDTSS D
PP
i iD1
Pk
iD1
PNii
jD1.uŒi i ij /mjjxŒi i j  vi jj2
minl 6Dsjjvl  vsjj2 C 1=k
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C
1
k.k1/
Pk
iD1
Pk
lD1
l 6Di
jjvi  vl jj2
minl 6Ds jjvl  vsjj2 C 1=k :
It can be computed for distributed data with (5.36) by setting V D VDTSS ,
 D
1
k.k1/
Pk
iD1
Pk
lD1
l 6Di
jjvi  vl jj2
minl 6Ds jjvl  vsjj2 C 1=k ;
Œi i  D 1,  Œi i  D 1=P , and V Œi i  D VTSS Œi i , which is the index computed
locally with (5.18):
VTSS Œi i  D
Pk
iD1
PNii
jD1.uŒi i ij /mjjxŒi i j  vi jj2
minl 6Dsjjvl  vsjj2 C 1=k C
1
k.k1/
Pk
iD1
Pk
lD1
l 6Di
jjvi  vl jj2
minl 6Ds jjvl  vsjj2 C 1=k :
(5.49)
Therefore, the distributed version of the TSS index can be calculated as
VDTSS D
PX
i iD1
2
64VT Œi i  
1
k.k1/
Pk
iD1
Pk
lD1
l 6Di
jjvi  vl jj2
minl 6Ds jjvl  vsjj2 C 1=k
3
75
C
1
k.k1/
Pk
iD1
Pk
lD1
l 6Di
jjvi  vl jj2
minl 6Ds jjvl  vsjj2 C 1=k :
5.5.5 DFS: Distributed Fukuyama-Sugeno
The FS index in (5.19) can be rewritten as
VDFS D
PX
i iD1
kX
iD1
NiiX
jD1
.uŒi i ij /
mjjxŒi i j  vi jj2 
PX
i iD1
kX
iD1
NiiX
jD1
.uŒi i ij /
mjjvi  xjj2;
(5.50)
where x D
PP
i iD1
PNii
jD1 xŒi i jPP
i iD1 Nii
can be computed for distributed data with (5.36) by
setting V D x, V Œi i  D xŒi i , and Œi i  D  Œi i  D Nii . Now, let V D VDFS and
V Œi i  D VFS Œi i  be the index computed locally with (5.19), i.e.,
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VFS Œi i  D
kX
iD1
NiiX
jD1
.uŒi i ij /
mjjxŒi i j vi jj2
kX
iD1
NiiX
jD1
.uŒi i ij /
mjjvi xjj2; (5.51)
 D 0, Œi i  D 1, and  Œi i  D 1=P . Then, the distributed version of FS can be
computed with (5.36) because (5.50) can be rewritten as
VDFS D
PX
i iD1
VFS Œi i : (5.52)
5.5.6 DFHV: Distributed Fuzzy Hypervolume
The FHV index in (5.20) only needs the (global) covariance matrices. These
matrices and, as a consequence, the distributed version of the index, VDFHV , can
be readily computed by following the steps in (5.37)–(5.39).
5.5.7 DAPD: Distributed Average Partition Density
The distributed version of APD index, VAPD , can be computed from (5.21) inasmuch
as global values for Si and Fi can be obtained from the distributed environment. As
for FHV (Sect. 5.5.6), Fi can be computed for distributed data by following the
steps in Eqs. (5.37)–(5.39). Analogously, Si can be computed with (5.36) by setting
V D Si ,
V Œi i  D SŒi i i D
X
xj2Ri
uŒi i ij ;
Œi i  D 1, and  Œi i  D 1=P , in such a way that
Si D
PX
i iD1
X
xŒi i j2RŒi i i
uŒi i ij D
PX
i iD1
SŒi i i ; (5.53)
where RŒi i i is the set of data objects at the i i th data site that are within a pre-
specified region around the cluster prototype vi , i.e., the objects such that .xŒi i j 
vi /TF1i .xŒi i j  vi / < 1.
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5.5.8 DPD: Distributed Partition Density
The distributed version of the PD index in (5.23) can be obtained as
VDPD D
Pk
iD1 Si
VDFHV
; (5.54)
where VDFHV is described in Sect. 5.5.6, and Si is given by (5.53).
5.5.9 DSCG: Distributed SCG
The SCG index in (5.24) requires the covariance matrices so that the term GComp
in (5.25) can be computed. As already discussed, the (global) covariance matrices
can be computed for distributed data with (5.37)–(5.39). The SCG index also
requires the scatter matrices SB in (5.27) so that the term Sep in (5.26) can be
computed. The computation of SB in a distributed environment can be obtained
from (5.36) by setting V D SB ,
V Œi i  D SBŒi i  D
kX
iD1
NiiX
jD1
.uŒi i ij /
m.vi  x/.vi  x/T ; (5.55)
Œi i  D 1, and  Œi i  D 1=P , in such a way that
SB D
PX
i iD1
kX
iD1
NiiX
jD1
.uŒi i ij /
m.vi  x/.vi  x/T : (5.56)
These equations require the grand mean (x), which can also be obtained from (5.36)
as described in Sect. 5.5.3. Once these terms have been computed, VDSCG can be
obtained from (5.24).
5.5.10 DPBMF: Distributed PBMF
The PBMF index can be rewritten as
VPBMF D

1
k
E1 Dc
2


1
Jm
2
: (5.57)
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Since E1 is constant, it does not need to be computed for relative comparison
purposes [73]8. The term

1
k
E1 Dc
2
can be computed in the central site without
any communication. The term Jm can be computed with (5.36) by setting V D Jm,
V Œi i  D JmŒi i  (the value of the objective function computed in the i i th site,
i.e., JmŒi i  D PkiD1
PN
jD1.uŒi i ij /mjjxŒi i j  vi jj),  D 0, Œi i  D 1, and
 Œi i  D 1=P . Then, DPBMF can be readily computed [50].
5.5.11 Complexity Analysis: Communication
Since the time and space complexity analyses of the distributed validity indices
follow the complexity analyses reported in Sect. 5.3.11, we here present the
complexity analysis of each index in terms of communication only. Following the
distributed procedure in (5.36), it is necessary to communicate three variables: V Œi i ,
Œi i , and  Œi i . The size of the first one depends on what is being communicated.
The other variables (Œi i  and Œi i ) are real numbers and require communication of
a single value each. Thus, the communication complexity depends on the definition
of V Œi i . For the DFHV index, the communication of the fuzzy covariance matrices
is required, taking O.kn2/. For the DAPD and DPD indices, it is necessary to
compute the covariance matrices and Si for each cluster, which takes O.kn2 C k/.
For DSCG, it is necessary to compute the covariance matrices, the grand mean, and
SB , which takes O.kn2 C nC n2/. The DPBMF index requires the computation of
the grand mean, which takes O.n/, and the global cluster prototypes, which takes
O.kn/. The communication complexities of the distributed versions of the indices
reviewed in Sect. 5.3 are summarized in Table 5.4. Note that the complexities do not
depend on the numbers of objects in the data sites.
Table 5.4 Communication complexity for the distributed fuzzy
indices: P , k, and n are the numbers of data sites, clusters, and
attributes, respectively
Complexity Complexity
DXB O.P / DFHV O.Pkn2/
DFSS O.P / DAPD O.P.kn2 C k//! O.Pkn2/
DK O.P / DPD O.P.kn2 C k//! O.Pkn2/
DTSS O.P / DSCG O.P.kn2 C n2//! O.Pkn2/
DFS O.P / DPBMF O.P.nC kn//! O.Pkn/
8If desired, this term can be computed from distributed data by calculating the grand mean x by
using (5.36) with V D x, V Œi i  D xŒi i  (the grand mean computed in i i th site),  D 0, and
Œi i  D  Œi i  D Nii , then computing E1 by using (5.36) with V D E1, V Œi i  D E1Œi i ,  D 0,
Œi i  D 1, and  Œi i  D 1=P .
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Algorithm 7 DOMR
Require: The distributed clustering algorithm to be used, A D (and all parameters of such an
algorithm), the distributed validity index to be used, I D , the minimum number of clusters,
kmin (usually kmin D 2), the maximum number of clusters, kmax , and the number of runs for
each k, M .
1: Initialize Vbest D Inf and Vbest D CInf for maximization and minimization indices,
respectively.
2: for k D kmin to kmax do
3: for i D 1 to M do
4: Execute the distributed clustering algorithm A D with k clusters and obtain the
clustering result R.
5: Evaluate the solution obtained in Step 4 with the distributed validity index I D and get
the validity value V .
6: if V is better than Vbest (“greater” for maximization indices or “lower” for minimization
ones) then
7: Update the best value: Vbest  V .
8: Save the current solution as the best one: Rbest  R.
9: Save the current number of clusters: kbest  k.
10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: return Vbest , Rbest , and kbest .
5.5.12 DOMR: Distributed Ordered Multiple Runs
Once the generalizations of clustering algorithms and indices to handle distributed
data are available, the procedure to estimate the number of clusters (k) described
in Sect. 5.3.12 can also be generalized to work with distributed scenarios. To do
so, the user must run a distributed clustering algorithm (Sect. 5.4) and evaluate the
quality of each partition with a distributed validity index (Sect. 5.5). The procedure
to estimate k in distributed scenarios is summarized in Algorithm 7.
5.6 Summary of Results
The elements used in the algorithms and validity indices to compute (5.36)—with
particular settings for , Œi i , and  Œi i —are shown in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. Note
that, in all cases, V Œi i  and V in (5.36) are the local quantity (computed at the i i th
data site) and the global quantity, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, they are
omitted in the tables.
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Table 5.5 Elements used by the distributed algorithms and validity indices to compute (5.36) with
 D 0
Parameter values
Œi i   Œi i 
vi (5.9)
PNii
jD1.uŒi i ij /
m
PNii
jD1.uŒi i ij /
m
vi (5.68)
PNii
jD1..uŒi i ij /
m C .pŒi i ij / / PNiijD1..uŒi i ij /m C .pŒi i ij / /
vi (5.73)
PNii
jD1.a  .uŒi i ij /m C b  .pŒi i ij / /
PNii
jD1.a  .uŒi i ij /m C b  .pŒi i ij / /
Fi (5.12)
PNii
jD1.uŒi i ij /
m
PNii
jD1.uŒi i ij /
m
Pi (5.59)
PNii
jD1
Pk
cD1.ucj /
m
PNii
jD1
Pk
cD1.ucj /
m
'i (5.69) 1 1/P
	i (5.64)
PN11
jD1.uŒi i ij /
m
PN11
jD1.uŒi i ij /
m
J (5.5),(5.62),
(5.65),(5.71)
1 1/P
x (5.17) Nii Nii
Si (5.22) 1 1/P
SB (5.27) 1 1/P
Table 5.6 Elements used by the validity indices to compute (5.36)
Parameter values
 Œi i   Œi i 
PC 0 Nii Nii
PE 0 Nii Nii
FS 0 1 1=P
XB 0 Nii Nii
K
1
k
Pk
iD1 jjvi  xjj2
minl 6Dsjjvl  vs jj2 1 1=P
TSS
1
k.k1/
Pk
iD1
Pk
lD1
l 6Di
jjvi  vl jj2
minl 6Ds jjvl  vs jj2 C 1=k 1 1=P
FSS 0
PNii
jD1.upj  uqj /˛
PNii
jD1.upj  uqj /˛
5.7 Experimental Evaluation
In this section we present an empirical evaluation of the proposed framework, which
allowed us to generalize fuzzy clustering algorithms, as well as relative validity
criteria, so that they can handle distributed data in an exact way, i.e., with no
approximations in their results. In order to determine the most appropriate number
of clusters, the DOMR procedure (Sect. 5.5.12) was adopted with the distributed
versions of FCM, GK, GG, PCM, FPCM, and PFCM, described in Sect. 5.2 and
in the Appendix. The DFSS validation index (Sect. 5.5.2) was chosen as I D to
evaluate the quality of the partitions produced by the DOMR procedure. DFSS is
the distributed fuzzy version of the Simplified Silhouette index [62], which scored
the best among 40 indices in a recent comparative study [52, 74]. The experiments
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were performed in a parallel scenario, where the responsibility for processing
predetermined sub-collections of the data is distributed across the different cores
of a single processor, which can then be seen as virtually distributed data sites, even
though in this parallel computing setup the data is stored in a shared memory that is
accessible by all the cores.
The experiments were run in a computer equipped with an AMD 3.6GHz
processor with three processing modules, six cores and 16 GB-RAM using Linux
64 bits, Matlab 2009 and Matlab Parallel Computing Toolbox. Three data sets
were generated for the experiments, using the same data set generator described in
[52, 75]. Each data set contains k D 8 clusters embedded in an n D 8 dimensional
attribute space. The first data set contains N D 213 objects, the second contains
N D 217 objects, and the third containsN D 220 objects. The true distribution of the
objects within clusters follows a (mildly truncated) multivariate normal distribution,
such that the resulting structure can be considered to consist of natural clusters that
exhibit the properties of external isolation and internal cohesion.
DOMR was run 10 times for each clustering algorithm, withM D 10, kmin D 2,
and kmax D 8, using from one to six cores of the computer. In each case, the data
sets were randomly distributed across the cores (evenly). The parameters of the
algorithms were set as m D  D 2, i D 1, 	i as defined in (5.64), and a D b D 1.
Two different settings were considered for the number of iterations, namely, t D 10
and t D 100.
The obtained speedups (averaged over 10 DOMR runs) are depicted in
Fig. 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4. It is important to note that the architecture of the processor
used is composed by three processing modules with six cores, i.e., each pair of cores
share resources from the processing module they belong to. Thus, the performance
per node of the processor naturally degrades if four or more cores are used in
parallel, as the cores compete for shared resources. This type of architecture and
hyper-threading are adopted by the vast majority of the current desktop processors
and, for this reason, was chosen for this experiment.
The results in Fig. 5.2 (data set with 213 objects) show that when the clustering
algorithms use more cores in a small data set, particularly for few iterations, the
performance is not good due to their communication overhead in comparison with
the execution in a single core and due to the initial setup required to start the
environment. In fact, the centralized algorithm runs very fast in small data and the
time necessary to setup the parallel/distributed environment may be longer then
the algorithm itself (depending on the number of iterations the algorithm runs).
The setup time tends not to be significant as the database becomes larger and/or the
clustering algorithm runs longer. In this context, Fig. 5.2a shows that the clustering
algorithms, except for DGK and DGG (which compute covariance matrices)9, spent
9Computing the covariance matrices and their inverses are computationally demanding, therefore
such algorithms have a larger ratio between processing time and data communication.
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Fig. 5.2 Speedups obtained in a data set with 213 objects over 10 DOMR runs. (a) Speedup after
10 iterations. (b) Speedup after 100 iterations
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Fig. 5.3 Speedups obtained in a data set with 217 objects over 10 DOMR runs. (a) Speedup after
10 iterations. (b) Speedup after 100 iterations
more time to process the data in multiple cores compared to a single one (speedup
lower than 1). However, as the size of the data set increases, the speedup also
increases (see Figs. 5.3 and 5.4) and the use of multiple cores becomes attractive.
Additionally, the higher is the number of iterations of the algorithms, the better the
resulting speedup tends to be (compare Figs. 5.2b, 5.3b, 5.4b against 5.2a, 5.3a, 5.4a,
respectively).
Table 5.7 describes the amount of data transfer (in MBs) among the data sites
after the execution of 10 runs of DOMR with t D 100 iterations of each clustering
algorithm. These quantities are proportional to the number of iterations. Thus, one
tenth of the quantities displayed in Table 5.7 have been observed for t D 10
iterations. Note that the size of the data set does not affect the amount of data
communication because the algorithms transfer summarized information (such as
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Fig. 5.4 Speedups obtained in a data set with 220 objects over 10 DOMR runs. (a) Speedup after
10 iterations. (b) Speedup after 100 iterations
Table 5.7 Amount of data communication (in MBs) among the data sites
using two, three, four, five and six processor cores for t D 100 iterations
Number of cores Two Three Four Five Six
DFCM 156.796 241.171 325.546 409.921 494.296
DGK 969.296 1466.171 1963.046 2459.921 2956.796
DGG 994.296 1509.921 2025.546 2541.171 3056.796
DPCM 156.796 241.171 325.546 409.921 494.296
DFPCM 181.796 284.921 388.046 491.171 594.296
DPFCM 156.796 241.171 325.546 409.921 494.296
prototypes, sums of memberships, etc.). Thus, the same amount has been observed
for data sets with N D 213; N D 217 e N D 220 objects.
The values presented in Table 5.7 indicate that the growth of the amount of data
communication results from the increase of the number of cores and reflects the
communication complexities presented in Sects. 5.4.4 and 5.5.11. The algorithms
DGK and DGG demand the highest data transfer rates due to the distributed
calculation of their covariance matrices.
Our main goal in this work is not to assess the quality of clustering algorithms.
In spite of this and just for illustration purposes, the DOMR best evaluated partition
obtained for each clustering algorithm, Rbest , was compared to the known clusters
or “golden truth” with the well-known Corrected Rand (CR) external index [76].
Note that the known clusters of each data set form a hard partition, thus a hard
partition was derived from Rbest by changing its maximum membership value to
1 and the other values to 0 before using the CD index. The index’s upper bound
is 1 and its lower bound depends on the data set [77]. Zero value means chance
agreement and negative values mean less than chance agreement. The CR values
resulting from 10 runs of DOMR with t D 10 are presented in Table 5.8.
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Table 5.8 CR values of the
DOMR Rbest partition when
compared to the know
clusters of data sets with sizes
N D 213, N D 217 and
N D 220 for 10 iterations of
the clustering algorithms
Data set size N D 213 N D 217 N D 220
DFCM 0.2317 0.2312 0.2106
DGK 0.7622 0.2499 0.2499
DGG 0.8708 1 0.8710
DPCM 0.1800 0.2179 0.0227
DFPCM 1 0.2222 0.2496
DPFCM 0.2497 0.2132 0.2048
The CR values displayed in Table 5.8 indicate that DGG was the only algorithm
capable of finding high quality partitions for all data sets, when using the DOMR
procedure with M D t D 10. However, by changing the number of iterations
of the clustering algorithms to t D 100, the CR value is maximum (unitary) for
all algorithms and data sets, which indicates that the hard partitions derived from
Rbest are identical to the known clusters in every case. This result indicates that
the clustering algorithms are capable of finding the correct number of clusters and
high quality partitions despite running in a distributed fashion by using the proposed
framework.
5.8 Final Remarks
We introduced a framework that generalizes a number of fuzzy clustering algorithms
so that they can handle distributed data in an exact way, i.e. with no approximations
in the results. In addition, we showed that the proposed framework can be adapted
to automatically estimate the number of clusters from data in both distributed and
parallel processing scenarios, by using one of the ten relative fuzzy clustering
validity indices that have also been extended to the non-centralized domain. Specif-
ically, our framework allows computing global values representing a distributed
collection of data as a function of local values that are computed at each data
site, processor or core, and then reduced into a single solution. The complexity
analyses of the resulting algorithms and validation indices were reported in terms
of space, time, and communication requirements. Experimental results showed the
speedup obtained by the algorithms when running in a parallel architecture, when
compared to the traditional, centralized counterparts, for different sized data sets.
These results also indicate that the compared algorithms are capable of finding
high quality partitions when combined with a validity index by a procedure to
estimate the number of clusters in distributed data. Both the clustering algorithms
and the validity indices were distributed using the proposed framework. Since real-
world applications in which the data are naturally or intentionally distributed across
different sites or computers are becoming increasingly common (distributed/parallel
scenarios), we believe that the proposed framework can be very useful in practice.
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In summary, the main contributions of our work are: (a) the development of
distributed versions of several well-known fuzzy clustering algorithms that so far
could only be computed in a centralized way; (b) a unified framework that comprises
all such new distributed algorithms and a few previously existing ones as particular
parameterization cases; (c) the extension of such a framework to the computation
of fuzzy clustering validity indices, which so far could only be computed in a
centralized way; (d) a procedure for the estimation of the number of clusters in
parallel and distributed scenarios that makes use of the distributed algorithms and
validity indices that have been proposed.
It is important to stress that we are not claiming that the algorithms and
indices surveyed in this chapter are all-inclusive. There is a plethora of fuzzy
clustering algorithms and indices out there, many of them developed for specific
application scenarios. Figuring out if the proposed framework can be applied to
other algorithms/indices not explicitly discussed in this chapter and, if not, how
to make a distributed version of the corresponding algorithms/indices possible, are
interesting subjects for further investigations.
Another relevant topic for future research involves different possible com-
puter architectures for distributed/parallel processing. In particular, the architecture
adopted in this chapter assumes that one of the local data sites also works as a
central processing node that is responsible for communicating with the other sites,
thereby aggregating their local statistics and distributing back the global ones. This
architecture is simple and at the same time it allows that the communication of
the information from and to all data sites be made in parallel. Other architectures,
however, may also be possible (e.g., involving networks with arbitrary node-to-node
communication [78]). A theoretical or experimental comparison between different
possible architectures is an interesting subject for future studies.
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Appendix: Additional Fuzzy Clustering Algorithms
GG: Gath and Geva
The GG algorithm [2, 12] induces hyper-ellipsoidal clusters in such a way that the
distances are not linear with respect to the covariance matrices [79] and the cluster
volumes do not need to be fixed a priori. In this case, (5.5) is minimized with the
distances given by (1  i  k; 1  j  N )
Dij D Œdet.Fi /
1=2
Pi
exp

1
2
.xj  vi /TF1i .xj  vi /
	
; (5.58)
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Algorithm 8 GG
Require: All requirements of Algorithm 1.
1: t D 0.
2: repeat
3: Compute the cluster prototypes by using (5.9).
4: Compute the covariance matrix and the prior probability by using (5.12) and (5.59).
5: Compute the distances by using (5.58).
6: Update the partition matrix by using (5.7) (Save the previous partition matrix as OU to
analyze the convergence).
7: t D t C 1.
8: until jj OU Ujj <  or t D tmax .
9: return U D Œuij kN , V D Œvi kn and Fi .
where Fi denotes the fuzzy covariance matrix for cluster Ci , given by (5.12) [2]
and Pi is the prior probability of selecting cluster Ci , given by Hoppner et al. [2]
(1  i  k)
Pi D
PN
jD1.uij /mPN
jD1
Pk
cD1.ucj /m
: (5.59)
Again, minimizing (5.5) with respect to vi leads to (5.9). The complete procedure
to minimize (5.5) with the distances defined in (5.58) is given by Algorithm 8.
FCV: Fuzzy c-Varieties
Unlike previous algorithms, the FCV algorithm [13] measures the distances among
data from r-dimensional linear varieties (lines when r D 1, planes when r D 2
or hyper-planes when 2 < r < n). Thus, it was developed for the recognition of
clusters formed by lines, planes or hyper-planes, which may be useful in image
processing for the identification of border lines in image recognition [2]. The FCV
algorithm minimizes (5.5) with the distances given by (1  i  k; 1  j  N )
Dij D jjxj  vi jj2A 
rX
lD1
< xj  vi ; si l >
D .xj  vi /TA.xj  vi / 
rX
lD1
..xj  vi /TA1=2si l /2
(5.60)
where vi is a point through which the variety passes, < ;  > denotes a scalar
product, and .si1; : : : ; sir / is an r-tuple of linearly independent vectors spanning
variety vir and corresponds to the r principal eigenvectors (normalized eigenvectors
corresponding to the r largest eigenvalues) of the i th fuzzy within cluster scatter
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matrix Si D A1=2FiA1=2 (in which Fi is given by (5.12)). Thus, the varieties are
defined according to the stretching of its corresponding cluster. The distances from
each object to each cluster are then influenced by how close the corresponding
variety passes to it. Note that if r D 0 then (5.60) reduces to (5.8) and FCV reduces
to FCM. In addition, minimizing (5.5) by using the distance in (5.60) with respect
to vi leads to (5.9). FCV is summarized by Algorithm 9.
Algorithm 9 FCV
Require: All requirements of Algorithm 1 and the dimensionality r of the varieties (0 < r < n).
1: t D 0.
2: repeat
3: Compute the cluster prototypes (means) by using (5.9).
4: Compute the covariance matrix for each cluster by using (5.12).
5: Extract (from each Si D A1=2FiA1=2) the r principal eigenvectors si l , l D 1; : : : ; r
(normalized eigenvectors corresponding to the r largest eigenvalues).
6: Compute the distances by using (5.60).
7: Update the partition matrix by using (5.7) (Save the previous partition matrix as OU to
analyze the convergence).
8: t D t C 1.
9: until jj OU Ujj <  or t D tmax .
10: return U D Œuij kN , V D Œvi kn and Fi .
FCE: Fuzzy c-Elliptotypes
The FCE algorithm finds clusters in lines, planes, or hyper-planes, which have
infinite length and may cluster widely separated collinear clusters together [2,6,14].
To avoid this problem, FCE [14] uses a distance given by a convex combination
of (5.8) and (5.60) as (1  i  k; 1  j  N )
Dij D .1  ˛/jjxj  vi jj2A C ˛.jjxj  vi jj2A 
rX
lD1
< xj  vi ; si l >2A/ (5.61)
D jjxj  vi jj2A  ˛
rX
lD1
< xj  vi ; si l >
D .xj  vi /TA.xj  vi /  ˛
rX
lD1
..xj  vi /TA1=2si l /2;
where 0  ˛  1 defines the stretching of the hyper-ellipsoids in the directions of
si l . When ˛ D 0,Dij reduces to (5.8). On the other hand, if ˛ D 1 thenDij reduces
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to (5.60). Again, minimizing (5.5) using the distances in (5.61) with respect to vi
leads to (5.9). FCE is summarized in Algorithm 10.
Algorithm 10 FCE
Require: Besides all the requirements of Algorithm 1, the dimensionality r of the varieties (0 <
r < n), and the weighting parameter 0  ˛  1.
1: t D 0.
2: repeat
3: Compute the cluster prototypes by using (5.9).
4: Compute the covariance matrix for each cluster by using (5.12).
5: Extract (from each Si D A1=2FiA1=2) the r principal eigenvectors si l , l D 1; : : : ; r
(normalized eigenvectors corresponding to the r largest eigenvalues).
6: Compute the distances by using (5.61).
7: Update the partition matrix by using (5.7) (Save the previous partition matrix as OU to
analyze the convergence).
8: t D t C 1.
9: until jj OU Ujj <  or t D tmax .
10: return U D Œuij kN , V D Œvi kn and Fi .
PCM: Possibilistic c-Means
All previous algorithms work with partitions in Mfp—see (5.4). However, the
constraint
Pk
iD1 uij D 1 may lead to unrealistic results. Take as an exam-
ple two clusters C1 and C2 with some degree of overlapping, as displayed in
Fig. 5.5. The membership degree of object x1 is equal to 0.5 for both clusters
(i.e., u11 D u21 D 0:5) because the distances from x1 to the cluster prototypes
v1 and v2 (D11 and D21) are the same (D11 D D21). This is expected since x1 is
in the overlapping area. Note, however, that the membership degree of the outlier
object x2 is also equal to 0.5 for both clusters (u11 D u21 D 0:5). The reason is
that although it is an outlier far from the clusters, it is equidistant from both cluster
prototypes (i.e., D12 D D22). Therefore, the membership calculation in (5.7) leads
to an equal membership degree for both clusters.
In an attempt to avoid this problem, the PCM algorithm [3] deals with partitions
lying in Mf —see (5.3). Because now 0  uij  1 (called typicalities) may be
as small as possible (close to 0), the objective function in (5.5) must be modified
in order to prevent the trivial solution uij D 0 for all i; j . Thus, PCM aims at
minimizing the function
J D
kX
iD1
NX
jD1
.uij /
mDij C
kX
iD1
	i
NX
jD1
.1  uij /m; (5.62)
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Fig. 5.5 Example of
membership of two objects to
two clusters
x1
x2
v1 v2
D21
D22D12
D11
C1 C2
whereDij is given by (5.8), and 	i > 0 is a weighting parameter defined by the user.
The first term of (5.62) is identical to (5.5). The second term forces the typicalities
uij to be as large as possible, avoiding the trivial solution U D 0 (recall that U 2
Mf ).
The most popular method to solve (5.62) is a simple Picard iteration through the
first-order conditions for stationary points of (5.62). Thus, holdingDij constant, one
finds that a necessary condition is10 (1  i  k; 1  j  N )
uij D
"
1C

Dij
	i
1=.m1/#1
: (5.63)
Holding vi constant, one finds that another necessary condition to minimize (5.62)
is given by (5.9). Note that 	i is an important user-defined parameter. When 	i
approximates to 0, the solution tends to be trivial (U D 0). If 	i is large, uij will
be as large as possible. In other words, 	i determines the relative degree to which
the second term in (5.62) is important in comparison with the first one. If the two
terms are to be weighted roughly equally, then 	i should be of the order of Dij .
In practice, Krishnapuram and Keller [3] found that the following definition works
well for a given initial partition11
	i D
PN
jD1.uij /mDijPN
jD1.uij /m
: (5.64)
The complete procedure is given by Algorithm 11.
10The columns in U are independent and, therefore, it is possible to decompose the objective
function into k individual components.
11For example, a partition given by a previous run of FCM.
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Algorithm 11 PCM
Require: Data set X D fx1; : : : ; xN g, number of clusters k 2 f2; : : : ; N  1g, fuzzification
exponent m 2 .1;1/, initial (random) partition matrix U D Œuij  2 Mf , weighting
parameters 	i  0, number of iterations tmax and/or termination tolerance  > 0.
1: t D 0.
2: repeat
3: Compute the cluster prototypes by using (5.9).
4: Compute the distance between objects and prototypes by using (5.8).
5: Update the partition matrix by using (5.63) (Save the previous partition matrix as OU to
analyze the convergence).
6: t D t C 1
7: until jj OU Ujj <  or t D tmax .
8: return U D Œuij kN and V D Œvi kn.
Algorithm 12 PGK
Require: Besides all the requirements of Algorithm 11, the cluster volumes, i .
1: t D 0.
2: repeat
3: Compute the cluster prototypes (means) using (5.9).
4: Compute the covariance matrix for each cluster using (5.12).
5: Compute the distances using (5.10) and (5.11).
6: Update the partition matrix using (5.63) (Save the previous partition matrix as OU to analyze
the convergence).
7: t D t C 1
8: until jj OU Ujj <  or t D tmax .
9: return U D Œuij kN , V D Œvi kn, and Fi .
PGK: Possibilistic Gustafson-Kessel
The PGK algorithm [3] is a possibilistic version of the GK algorithm (Sect. 5.2.2).
It minimizes (5.62) with the distances given by (5.10). In this case, holding Dij
constant, the necessary conditions to minimize (5.62) also lead to (5.63). Holding
uij and Ai constant, the necessary conditions lead to (5.9). Finally, holding uij and
vij constant and constraining Ai in such a way that det(Ai ) D i , the necessary
conditions lead to (5.11) and (5.12). PGK is summarized in Algorithm 12.
FPCM: Fuzzy-Possibilistic c-Means
Since the columns of partitions U 2 Mf are independent, PCM-like algorithms tend
to obtain concentrical clusters when the global minimum has been achieved [80,81].
To avoid this problem, the FPCM algorithm [15] finds memberships and typicalities
simultaneously between the objects and clusters (i.e., one matrix U 2 Mfp and
another matrix P 2 Mf ). The objective function to be minimized is then given by
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J D
kX
iD1
NX
jD1
..uij /
m C .pij / /Dij ; (5.65)
whereDij is given by (5.8),m;  > 0 are fuzzification exponents, U D Œuij  2 Mfp
is the membership matrix, and P D Œpij  2 Mf is the typicality matrix. In contrast
with memberships (uij ), a given typicality pij should not depend on the typicalities
assigned to the other clusters (pcj ; c 6D i ). Because P D Œpij  2 Mf , pij could
be as small as desired in order to minimize (5.65). To avoid it, in [15] the authors
constrained the typicality matrix by12 [15] (1  i  k)
NX
jD1
pij D 1: (5.66)
The usual method to solve (5.65) is a simple Picard iteration through the first-
order conditions for stationary points of (5.65). Holding Dij and pij constant, the
necessary conditions to minimize (5.65) lead to (5.7). HoldingDij and uij constant,
the necessary conditions lead to (1  i  k; 1  j  N )
pij D
 
NX
lD1

Dij
Dil
1=.1/!1
: (5.67)
Finally, holding uij and pij constant, the necessary conditions lead to
vi D
PN
jD1..uij /m C .pij / /xjPN
jD1..uij /m C .pij / /
: (5.68)
The complete procedure is given in Algorithm 13.
It is worth noticing that the typicalities in (5.67) can be computed more efficiently
by following a similar idea as in [56]. More precisely, note that
'i D
NX
lD1

1
Dil
1=.1/
; 1  i  k; (5.69)
can be computed for each cluster before computing pij in (5.67), which now
reduces to
pij D

.Dij /
1=.1/  'i
1
(5.70)
12Note that, since U 2Mfp , it is constrained by (5.6).
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Algorithm 13 FPCM
Require: Besides all the requirements of Algorithm 1, the fuzzification exponent  2 .1;1/ and
the initial (random) partition matrix P D Œpij  2Mf .
1: t D 0.
2: repeat
3: Compute the cluster prototypes by using (5.68).
4: Compute the distances between objects and prototypes by using (5.8).
5: Update the possibilistic partition matrix by using (5.67).
6: Update the probabilistic partition matrix by using (5.7) (Save the previous partition matrix
as OU to analyze the convergence).
7: t D t C 1
8: until jj OU Ujj <  or t D tmax .
9: return U D Œuij kN , P D Œpij kN , and V D Œvi kn.
and takes only O.kN/ operations to be computed for all objects and clusters.
PFCM: Possibilistic-Fuzzy c-Means
The constraint (5.66) used by FPCM related to the possibilistic matrix, P, may
induce unreal (lower) typicality values whenN is large. To circumvent this problem,
the PFCM algorithm [16] rules out constraint (5.66) and aims at minimizing the
following objective function
J D
kX
iD1
NX
jD1
.a  .uij /m C b  .pij / /Dij C
kX
iD1
	i
NX
jD1
.1  pij / ; (5.71)
where U D Œuij  2 Mfp , P D Œpij  2 Mf , a > 0 and b > 0 define the
relative importance between memberships and typicalities, m > 1 and  > 1
are fuzzification exponents, and 	i > 0 8i are user-defined weighting parameters
(see Sect. 5.8). Note that if a D 0, then minimizing (5.71) is equivalent to
minimizing (5.62) (PCM). On the other hand, if b D 0 and 	i D 0 8i , then (5.71)
reduces to (5.5) (FCM). In fact, if b D 0 then it follows from (5.71) that pij is not
affected by Dij and by objects xj and centers vi . Therefore, minimizing (5.71) is
equivalent to minimizing (5.5) (FCM).
The method to solve (5.71) is a simple Picard iteration through the first-order
conditions for stationary points. Holding Dij and pij constant the necessary
conditions to minimize (5.71) lead to (5.7). Holding Dij and uij constant, the
necessary conditions to minimize (5.71) lead to (1  i  k; 1  j  N )
pij D
 
1C

b
	i
Dij
1=.1/!1
: (5.72)
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Algorithm 14 PFCM
Require: Besides all the requirements of Algorithm 1, the weighting parameters 	i  0,
fuzzification exponent  2 .1;1/, initial (random) partition matrix P D Œpij  2 Mf , and
importances between memberships and typicalities a > 0 and b > 0.
1: t D 0.
2: repeat
3: Compute the cluster prototypes by using (5.73).
4: Compute the distance between objects and prototypes by using (5.8).
5: Update the possibilistic partition matrix by using (5.72).
6: Update the probabilistic partition matrix by using (5.7) (Save the previous partition matrix
as OU to analyze the convergence).
7: t D t C 1
8: until jj OU Ujj <  or t D tmax .
9: return U D Œuij kN , P D Œpij kN , and V D Œvi kn.
Then, holding uij and pij constant, the necessary conditions lead to
vi D
PN
jD1.a  .uij /m C b  .pij / /xjPN
jD1.a  .uij /m C b  .pij / /
: (5.73)
The complete procedure is given in Algorithm 14.
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